
SUSTAINABLE LABS WORKING GROUP 
Notes from meeting January 30, 2015, McIntyre Medical Building, Suite 519 

Present: Christian Bouchard, Jerome Conraud, Andrew Dixon*, Graham Currie, Nancy Duplessis, Siavash Isazadeh, 
Patrick Julien, Stephanie Leclerc, Teodor Mocanu, Kathleen Ng, Marina Smailes*, Wayne Wood (Chair) 

*NEW participants from McGill Energy Project  

ITEM 1. REVIEW NOTES FROM PAST MEETING 
No changes. 

ITEM 2: BUSINESS ARISING 

A) REVISE AND APPROVE VISION FOR THIS GROUP  
Participants proposed changes to the Vision drafted at the previous meeting. The final version of the Vision reads 
as indicated below. 

Vision for sustainable labs at McGill  

Engage the University community; promote and recognize efforts to reduce material, 
water, and energy consumption while maximizing cost savings; improve safety and 
accessibility through optimizing operations, training and awareness. 

B) UPDATES RE. IDEAS PROPOSED 
• Re. best practices: Kathleen attended the most recent meeting of the Quebec Universities Sustainability 

Network (QUSN), found that other Quebec universities were working on similar initiatives, such as 
University of Laval and University of Montreal. While McGill has networks with other universities in North 
America and internationally, the Quebec universities have similar funding formulas and thus context as 
McGill. A Quebec Universities working group could be formed to determine best practices.  

• Re. knowledgebase of practices/polices: the University’s Administrative Handbook is currently under 
review, and therefore there is an opportunity to centralize and promote policies and practices that would 
be of interest to the University at large. Wayne differentiated between big ‘p’ policies (i.e. official McGill 
policy) and small ‘p’ policies (regulations, practices, policies that don’t need to be rubber-stamped by 
Senate). 

• Re. accountability/lab inspections: Wayne outlined that the lab inspection results were presented to the 
Board last year. Results are accompanied by protocol for follow-ups, and in Teodor’s experience, more 
responses were received from PIs after sending them a couple of reminders after a couple of months 
saying that if they don’t respond they escalate. Wayne added that department heads also see low 
response rates and they respond. Potential consequences: withholding signoff for EHS consent on 
research grant requests. There is now increasing oversight from external regulations for EHS to review. A 
committee has now formed to review the Internal Responsibility System to see if increase accountability, 



could be increased; with representatives from MAUT, MUNASA, MUNACA, SSMU, chaired by Louise 
Savard.  

NEXT STEPS  
Through the roundtable, each participant was asked to propose one indicator per their project: this should be 
benchmarkable and comparable to other universities. These were categorized according to the themes identified 
in the Vision and scribed with assistance by Stephanie. 

• Promotion 
o [no indicator proposed] 

• Waste/materials 
o Waste volumes normalized (ex. by number of students, lab users, principals) - % change over baseline 
o Proper labelling of appropriate waste containers 
o Diversion rates (ex. SteriCycle – can have company provide stats once program in place, ex. 4.5M 

pipet tips going to university vs. x amount recycled of non-contaminated pipet tips) 
o % red vs. green listed solvents being used 

• Behavior (leading indicators) 
o % of users using fume hoods properly (currently 60-70%) 
o MEP:  

 number of successful projects that are completed that result in a change in the university,  
 accountability wrt institutionalization of recommendations from ASR projects (% 

recommendations implemented) 
• Energy 

o Fridges and fridges %Energy Star or Procurement Services recommended 
o % of labs keeping log of defrosting, coil vacuuming, % content (empties: one -80 fridge uses the same 

energy as a house in a year) 
o Energy intensity (per square foot, per building, etc.) 

• Infrastructure 
o % of labs with appropriate material sorting bins (currently have sharps, whether waste is labelled 

properly) 
• Water 

o [no indicator proposed] 
• Training (leading indicators). Currently training is based on what the researcher is working on (ex. lasers, 

radioactivity, specific chemicals, etc.). There is no “lab safety training” since this is too broad, ex. engineering 
labs are different from chem labs 

o % trained for correct use of sorting 
o Number of trainings and people training 

• Cost (savings) 
o $ generated from materials sold for recycling 

• Safety 
• Accessibility 

OTHER BUSINESS  



A) CALENDAR OF MEETINGS:  
It was agreed that the group meet every six (6) weeks. EHS would be responsible for scheduling; Wayne requested 
that participants respond within 2-3 days so that dates could confirmed as soon as possible. Meetings would be 
open to all – each participant can invite people in their networks, and promotion could take place on the McGill 
website and other channels.  

TOUR OF HWM FACILITY  
Christian provided a tour of the Hazardous Waste Management Facility, which processes chemical, radioactive, 
biological waste. They are also key partners in the collection of end-of-life electronic equipment, which is sent to 
Insertech Angus (a non-profit social economy initiative) for processing. One major area for potential improvement 
was biological waste, which could potentially be reduced by purchase of an autoclave; Christian and Jerome are 
currently determining the best options to maximize cost savings while minimizing environmental impact. 
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